
 

 

Harvard graduate, Esther Novis, looked everywhere for a good hands-on science kit for her young boys back in 1999. 

Unfortunately, all she could find were sets developed for older boys, leaving few options outside of some arts and craft s kits 

that had very little scientific substance. 

     Her need to find more age-appropriate science toys and games on toy shelves prompted Novis to start a science summer 

camp for her 5-year-old son in 2007. From there, The Young Scientists Club was born. Today, the company's collection of 

science kits teach kids, ages 4 and up, about exploring nature, weather, chemistry, electricity, dinosaurs, solar energy and more. 

   Children (even adults) are always fascinated with space, nature (specifically insects and animals), and robotics, and today 

there are newer playthings introducing them to different energy platforms, geology, the environment and its issues and more 

through hands-on (and some app-component) activities and experiments. 

Attention Deficit 

Learning the geological makeup of the universe, the inner workings of an ant colony or 

why elephants have such good memory merely touch on some of the things that can 

keep kids interested in science through play. Still, with an inundation of technology at 

their fingertips, the sweet spot age seems to be 4 through 11 with the most hands-on 

play, according to Novis. She adds that it's hard to capture kids' attention from 12 on. 

"When they're older, it's harder to find those simpler activities to keep them 

engaged," she says. "If it involves difficult experiments, then it becomes more like 

school work." 

     Aside from keeping their interest in science, math is another area that needs to 

improve. American children are lagging behind their peers internationally in math. In 

fact, American students scored 23rd in math and 31st in science in comparison to 65 

other leading industrial countries in standardized tests, according to the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA). 

When America's older students enter college in a science or engineering career program, nearly 40 percent of them end up 

switching majors, particularly within STEM education, which consists of science, technology, engineering and math. 

     One way to combat this is to start honing kids' mathematic skills early on-even in preschool. To help keep children in 

balance, mathematically, with the rest of the world, toys featuring geometric challenges, numbers and even letters from 

preschool into tween years is a good way to start them off. To help begin the learning process, mathematical-and science-

driven puzzles, games and hands-on play push kids to really think more strategically and logistically-some before they're even 

5. 

     Learning Resources has introduced easy-to-press (and play), hand-held electronic flash card games, ABC & 123 and Count & 

Color, in addition to a Primary Science Plant and Grow kit, Mental Blox Critical Thinking Game and more-all for the Pre-K 

through 4-year-old set, while Ceaco has added more math puzzles to its Brainwright collection of puzzles including Flexi-Puzzle 

and Hexus, which allow kids to explore different shapes and sizes through different challenges and activities. 

When it comes to science, developing an air-or water-powered station, building or directing a robot on a high-wire and 

exploring pieces of nature in-depth, are just some of the adventures in the Thames & Kosmos collection. One recent addition, 

the Air + Water Power Plus helps kids, 8 and older, learn the laws of physics as they build models such as rocket cars, jet boats, 

and air-and-water turbine driven cars-even a water-jet propelled car for outdoors- powered by air pressure and water. A Solar 

Thermal Lab, an Electronics, Rocket Science and Biology and Chemistry Lab kits are a handful off the company's latest 

additions for 2013. 

     Ted McGuire, president, Thames & Kosmos, says that science toys and games are for everyone, but for kids, 7-to 10-year-

olds can take better advantage of the reading, logical thinking and have more of a curiosity, while the younger set, 4 to 6, 

need simpler, "proto-science experiences." 

He adds that it also has to be easy enough for an adult to understand- something that will help the parents, grandparents, 

aunts, uncles, caregivers and even the retailers selling these items. 


